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Abst::-act

Evidence is presented that ehe Weste::-n No::-th Atlantic population

of humpback whales (Megantera novaean~liae) ~ay oe segregated into

three substocks. Information is given on densities) migratory routes,

population sizes) fisheries) social orgar.ization) chlorinated hydrocarbon

levels) and recent sightings) to support this view •
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Introduction

The humpback wnale population in the Western North Atlantic has

generally been regarded as one stock (ANON., 19i6). Mitchell (19i3a)

has mentioned that it is suspected, but not proven, that humpback

herds consisting of 20 ·to 200 animals are small, isolated stock units,

These herds mav mi2rate to verv speciiic areas, both in the northern

feeding grounds and in the tropics where thev mate and calve. This

paper presents evidence that the population can be divided into three

major substocks.
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Evidence and Discussion

I: has oeen shown that there are three areas in the oating-

ca1ving grounds oi the West Indies with different densieies of

humpback whales (Winn ~~, 1975). It was calculated thae the

Venezue1an te Martinique area (lower substock) had a density of

. 1 1? . 1 103 k 2 . D . . M ~apprcx~mate y ._ wna es per m ; tne om~n~can to .ona .assage

area (midd1e substock), 5.0 wha1es per 103
km2; and Navidad-

3 2
Si1ver Banks Cupper substock), 206 and 231 anioa1s per. 10 ~

respectively. This seemed odd since histaric~11y more wha1es were

taken tram the Dominican to Venezue1an area (43 whales) than from .

Mona Passage to Navidad a Si1ver Bank (15 anima1s) (Townsend, 1935.)

Tnree densities suggest the existence of three substocks.

In another paper (Winn ~~, in preparation) we have plotted

sightings and strandings between the West Indies and the nor:hern

feeding grounds. The results indicate three possible migratory

routes: 1) ~rom Silver-Navidad Banks through ~he 01d Bahama Channe1

and along the coas: cf the U. S'J perhaps also on the ocean side of the

Bahamas; 2) fram an area between Mona Passage and Martinique to Be~uda

and continuing to Greenland; and 3) from an area south of Martinique up

mid-ocean to Ieeland. These three routes ~o.?rc~csed northern desti-

nations seem to correspond to the three areas of different densities in

the tropics. The two areas of low density and the supposed migratory

destination corre1ate with the existence of ewo subsiscence :isheries

for humpbacks, one ~n Greenland <middle substock) and one in Bequia

(lower substock).

Estimates cf the total number of whales 1n the three areas were as

folIows: Silver-Navidad, 531-1003 animals; Hana Passage to Da~inica.
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about 105 animals; and St. Vincent to Venezuela, about 49 aninals.

Mitchell (1973b) has divided his esticates of humpback whales into

various regions in the north. From Nova Scotia to Labrador he

ca1culates 754 anima1s, which is comparable to the Si1ver-Navidad

estimates. One could also add to this, his approximation of 352

wha1es in the Gulf Stream area, although at least some of these

66 respectively) which is comparable to the Mona Passage to Dominica

are migrants. In West and East Greenland he estimates 153 (87 and

• ~ .... J.gure. Although he computes 0 for Ieeland, there are so few hump-

backs from the corresponding area of Martinique to Venezuela that it

would have been easy ror Mitchell to have seen none on a cruJ.se. There

has been arecent increase in sightings around Iceland (&~ON., 1976),

and whalemen cf Bequia believe there was an increase in the 1975-76

winter season (H. Beck, personal communication). One could also

interpret that West and East Greenland stocks represent the middle

substock and the lower substock, respectively. The estimate or 77

wha1es is Berouda (Winn ~al, 1975), is comparable to the middle

~ substock estimate of 105 ani~als.

We have hypothesized that the oiddle substock stops briefly at

Bermuda on its northern migration. There has been arecent increase

in.catches in Greenland, and Frank Wattlington (personal communication)

said that there seemed to be significantly rewer whales on the Bermuda

Banks in the last few seasons. We saw many whales on the Bermuda Banks

in the 1970 humpback season and very few in 1975.

Fourhumpbacks were analysed ror PCBs (ppm) and DDT (p~) as foliows:

Nova Scotia, 5.4 PCB and 23.1 DDT; New Jersey 6.0 and 7.6; Antigua 1.3

anc l.~; and Saint Kitts 1.5 and 2.1, respectively (Taruski et al, 1975).
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This fits the hypothesis that those from Antigua (~iddle substock) and

St. Kites (lower substock) migrate'~? ehe middle of the ocean to highe~

latitudes and do not encounter high pollutant levels along the Atlantic

Coast as does the upper substock.

We also know that animals start leaving the Mona Passage and Virgin

Bank area around mid-March (Erdman ~ al, 1973; Winn ~ a1, in prepara-

tion) which corresponds to the arrival at Bermuda. Silver-Navidad

animals also leave at this time but there is some evidence that the

lower substock leaves a little later (Townsend, 1935).

Groupings of animals appear to difter in ehe three areas. Far

- -- ------:

instance, there are more trios in the densest population. No information

~s available for the northern feeding areas, but the social groupings

suggest substocks and the difrerences may well be density dependent.

We have hypothesized that the population of humpback whales in the

Western North Atlantic can first be divided into three substocks .
.

There is evidence for three migratory routes between the West Indies and

the northern feeding grounds and three different densities in the West

Indies (Figure 1). The areas are Navidad-Silver Banks <should also

include Monchoir Bank but not discussed here) constituting the upper

subscock, Mona Passage to Dominica consituting the ciddle substock and

Martinique toVene=uela constituting the lower substock. Exact lines

cannot be drawn and Martinique might be better included in the middle

substock. This should be irrelevant to the hypothesis. The pOPulation

esticates of various areas in ehe north (Mitchell, 19i3b) versus the

populacion escimates in the souch (Winn ~ al, 1975) seem to support the

hypathesis as do some recent sightings, chlorinated hydroc~rbon levels,

soci.al or;ani::ado:t anc. time 0: leav:'n~ the t-;est I:tciies •
. .. .
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It is possible to speculate that the three cajor sub stocks may

sub-divide into smaller stocks (Mitchell, 19i3b) that go to specific

areas in the north and West Indies. For instance, animals from Silver

Banks could go to Newfoundland and those fram Navidad to the Cape Cod-

Nova Scotia area. The middle substock could divide into two populations,

one going to West Greenland and the other to East Greenland. Much more

information is needed before such speculations can be dete~ined.

The degree of genetic isolation is unknown. However, the fact that

the lower and middle substocks have remained supressed and the upper

substock has increased considerably, suggests a high degree of isolation.

It seems possible that there might be some emigration fram the densely

populated Silver and Navidad Banks to other areas. \~ether they would

return to their traditional migratory route or join other animals with

different routes LS unknown.

The proposed stock hypothesis has major implications with regard

to estimates of the original or prehunted, virgin population of h~~pbacks

Ln the Western Norch Atlantic. Everyone has supposed from Sergeant's

(1966) estimate around Newfoundland that the original population was on

the order of 2000 animals (Mitchell, 19i3; Winn ~ al, 19i5; in ANON.,

1976). Since more were caught historically in the lower substock than in

either the middle or upper substocks (Townsend, 1935), one might easily

suspect that the original population was much higher than has been

suggested. We are presently making a new estimate that might well

project the original population to have been well over 5000 animals.
,

Stocks may be identified in various ways such as detercining densities,

discontinuities Ln distribution, tagging, population levels, morphological
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and biochemical (e.g. pollutant assays) differences, and individual

markings (ANON., 1976). Social organization may also be useful.

Although dialects have not been proven, song differences might also

oe a means of stock identification.

Exploitation has continued yithout an understanding of stocks.

This information must be avaliable if exploitation continues as yell

as understanding what effect man has on whales (pollution, oil

drilling, increased boat traffic, etc.). I: our analysis of the

three stocks is correct, the Greenland and Bequia, West Indies

fisheries must oe carefully regulated to prevent overexploitation

in the middle and lower suostocks, and no new exploitation should oe

allowed, particularlY in Iceland.

1
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Figure 1. Scheme of the three substock hypothesis for the humpback
whale in the Western North At1antic. A. Si1ver and Navidad
Banks B. Mona Passage C. Puerto Rico D. Martinique
E. Bequia.
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